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Value Education Session

Safety

Classroom

25th January, 2O7B/ 40 mins

Class I (A-E)

Value Education Session File
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OBJECTIVES:

. To highlight and emphasize the need for safety.

. To sensitize students by raising awareness about road traffic injuries and thus build
student's involvement around the issue of Road Safety.

o To promote a positive attitude towards enforcement of laws and infuse sense of
courtesy and concern among learners'

DESCRIPTION:

"Accident Hutts, Safety Dosen't."

Precaution is better than cure and same is applicable when we are on road. There are

certain rules and regulations that are to be followed everywhere. To make the students

aware with.these safety rules and different road signs, a session on road safety was

conducted for students. Students were made aware of various safety rules such as

moving on footpath, not to play with sharp objects, not to touch open wires, wear seat

belts, follow tr:affic rules, etc. Those who travel by school bus were asked to share all the

precautions they take while travelling with their classmates. Students came out with

different ideas. Students were shown certain pictures in which traffic rules were being

violated and were asked to comment on that. Following this a brief discussion was held

on how students will react if there will be an earthquake or any oth,er natural hazard'

Importance of mock drill was also discussed. Students were shown the pi'fffresandthey-*

were asked to tell about'Do's and Don'ts'. They all were motivated to help each other at

the time of calamity. Students took an oath that they will always follow rules and

motivate their family and friends for the same. Overall, it was an informative and

. Et{

enriching session for all.
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